One of the medieval trials by ordeal, the cold water ordeal, regained popularity in the Early Modern Period and served as an important element in witchcraft trials. Floating on water was seen as a decisive proof of guilt and resulted in the accused being handed over to the torturer. Th is paper discusses the use of the water ordeal in Poland in the sixteenth-eighteenth century, primarily by municipal courts. Among the issues mentioned in the paper there is also the question of the stage of the trial in which the water ordeal was used and whether the accused were undressed before being subjected to the ordeal. K e y w o r d s: witchcraft trials, cold water ordeal, Poland, Lithuania, Early Modern Period I n t r o d u c t o r y r e m a r k s One of the sources of evidence in medieval criminal and civil proceedings were ordeals, judgements of God.
Th e Cold Water Ordeal (Swimming) in Witchcraft Accusations and Trials in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in the Sixteenth-Eighteenth Century
One of the medieval trials by ordeal, the cold water ordeal, regained popularity in the Early Modern Period and served as an important element in witchcraft trials. Floating on water was seen as a decisive proof of guilt and resulted in the accused being handed over to the torturer. Th is paper discusses the use of the water ordeal in Poland in the sixteenth-eighteenth century, primarily by municipal courts. Among the issues mentioned in the paper there is also the question of the stage of the trial in which the water ordeal was used and whether the accused were undressed before being subjected to the ordeal.
K e y w o r d s: witchcraft trials, cold water ordeal, Poland, Lithuania, Early Modern Period I n t r o d u c t o r y r e m a r k s One of the sources of evidence in medieval criminal and civil proceedings were ordeals, judgements of God. 1 Th ey were based on the conviction that God would not allow for an innocent person to be harmed. Th e decision to carry out trial by ordeal lay in the hands of the judge, the accused, or the defendant. Th e most popular types of ordeal were ordeal by combat, by fi re, and by water, hot or cold. In the former water ordeal, the accused was asked to retrieve an object from a receptacle fi lled with boiling water with their bare hand. Some of the variants of the ordeal required the accused to keep their hand submerged in the water for a certain period of time. Lack of burns on the hand unequivocally proved the innocence of the accused. Th e cold water ordeal, meanwhile, consisted in binding the accused and submerging them in water, usually a river, pond, or any other body of water. Th e accused sinking was a clear proof of innocence, as the Christian world commonly believed that water, hallowed by the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan, would not accept any criminal.
Th e trial by ordeal was fi rst used in court proceedings in Mesopotamia -a mention of the procedure can be found in the Code of Hammurabi.
2 Even though it was not described in medieval legal codes, it nonetheless must have been used quite frequently in the Late Middle Ages since Emperor Louis I, called the Pious (778-840, Holy Roman Emperor 813-840) banned it in 829.
3 All ordeals were then criticised by cannon law jurists, who deemed them to be "tempting God". On the initiative of Pope Innocent III, the Fourth Council of the Lateran in 1215 eventually prohibited the use of judgements of God in heresy trials, including the ordeal by water, both hot and cold. 4 Th e prohibition led to the disappearance of the practice of trials by ordeal in the thirteenth century. Nonetheless, the cold water ordeal experienced its "renaissance" in the second half of the sixteenth century, when it once again started to be relatively often used in witchhunts throughout Europe.
5 While the medieval ordeal by water was considered an immediate judgement of God pointing to one's guilt or innocence, its function changed in Early Modern proceedings, where it was no longer a full and defi nitive proof of guilt or innocence, but only a ground for subjecting (or not) the accused to torture. 6 It therefore ceased to be evidence and started to serve merely as guidance for the court.
7 Th e ordeal was to be carried out three times, 8 but in most cases it was done only once. At the same time, common "simpletons" believed the ordeal by water to be a convincing and trustworthy proof of guilt or innocence of the person accused of witchcraft.
C o l d w a t e r o r d e a l i n t h e P o l i s h -L i t h u a n i a n C o m m o n w e a l t h Th e application of the cold water ordeal (judicum aquae frigidae, proba aquae frigidae) in the Polish territory throughout the Middle Ages is confi rmed by the description of the procedure included in the oldest Polish collection of laws, created before 1320. Before the submersion of the accused, the water was to be blessed by prayer and sprinkled with holy water by a priest. 9 It was only then that the accused is submerged [in water] with his hands tied under his shins and a pole placed between his knee pits and arms, so that he cannot use either arms or legs. A mark is to be placed on the person's forehead so that it is known whether he is sinking or fl oating. A rope is also to be tied around his abdomen so that he can be extracted once he starts to sink.
10
If the accused did not sink, but fl oated on the water, "he is defeated in the case in which he was indicted".
11
Th e cold water ordeal was used in witchcraft trials in Lithuania as early as in the beginning of the sixteenth century, that is -seemingly -much earlier than in western Europe. Th is fi nds its confi rmation in the song about the bison (1521/1522) written by Mikołaj Hussowski (1475 Hussowski ( /1485 Hussowski ( -after 1533 , who wrote about the mysterious perishing of the rich wildlife of Lithuanian forests, including its animals, fi sh, and fowl, adding:
12
One of the sources confi rming that the cold water ordeal was frequently used in Lithuanian witchcraft trials in centuries to come is a text written in the nineteenth century by an anonymous author on the basis of seventeenth-century court documentation of the town of Kupiszki. Th e author claimed that in Lithuania in the seventeenth century, "superstitions and belief in the supernatural existed not only among common people; the nobility and the clergy were not free of them either". 13 When describing court proceedings, he wrote that the person accused of witchcraft had the right to defend themselves, but judges usually did not believe these explanations and ordered to carry out ordeal by water, which consisted in swimming the accused. If the person sank, they were considered innocent, while fl oating on the surface "like a duck" was seen as incriminating.
14 After the ordeal -in case the court hoped to obtain detailed testimony or confi rm the accuracy of initial testimony -the accused was subjected to torture. In Lithuania, therefore, the cold water ordeal was carried out during, and not before, the proceedings and was ordained by the court.
In Poland (Polish Crown) over the sixteenth-eighteenth century, similarly to other European countries, the cold water ordeal was used solely in accusations of witchcraft and was one of the most popular methods of identifying witches and warlocks in court.
15 Towards the end of the nineteenth century, Franciszek Olszewski, the author of an article on persecution against witches in Old Poland, claimed:
when it comes to the cold water ordeal, described as evidence of guilt or innocence of the accused by Milewski, Czacki, and others, I have found no mention thereof in archival sources despite numerous searches and therefore this draft, being based in archival material, will not include any passage on the cold water ordeal.
16
Why could Olszewski not fi nd any source information on the cold water ordeal despite its widespread use? Małgorzata Pilaszek explained it as follows: unlike in Lithuania, court documentation in the Crown hardly ever mentions the cold water ordeal. It usually took place before the beginning of court proceedings in order to preliminarily investigate whether the person accused of witchcraft was in fact a witch. Such state of aff airs most probably derives from diff erent powers of Polish and Lithuanian courts. In Poland, where most cases were referred to municipal courts from nearby villages, 13 Raganų teismai Lietuvoje, ed. K. Jablonskis, R. Jasas (Vilnius, 1987) Nowadays, we have access to many more mentions of the cold water ordeal in source materials, which allows us to re-examine the subject.
Th e exact date of the fi rst instance of using the cold water ordeal in witchcraft trials in Early Modern Poland remains unknown, but some preserved sources mention that such an ordeal was carried out in Nieszawa ca. 1550. A woman accused of witchcraft was apprehended in the local Franciscan monastic church, dragged out of the temple and taken to the bank of the Vistula in order to determine whether she was guilty or innocent. 18 We have no knowledge of the outcome of the ordeal and the eventual fate of the accused. In July 1580, the vogt court in Kalisz tried two women, travelling thieves: Zofi a from Łękno and Barbara from Radom. Th ey fi rst gave voluntary testimony and pleaded guilty of committing numerous thefts in several localities.
19 Th ey were sentenced to death by drowning for theft and prostitution. Th e sentence was implemented on 18 July 1580; Zofi a drowned, 20 while Barbara fl oated on the surface of the water. It was decided that she did not go underwater due to incantationum magicarum and thus was questioned once again. 21 She was questioned by two lay judges from Kalisz, who naturally asked her "za którym sposobem i przyczyną albo jeśliże za czarami wyszła z tej wody, która odpowiedziała, żem się czartowi odlecioła znowiona; czarcie nie daj mię jeszcze topić, iż jeszcze będę na tym świecie wojowała, i obiecał mi to, że nie utoniesz". 22 Questioned once again, she said "że tym sposobem wyszła z wody, że to ziele, które miała w waczku, ułupieła go przedtym trochę i miała w uściech u siebie, które zwią niedośpiał". Ibidem, p. 23. 23 Ibidem. Th e event was most probably widely discussed in other localities of Greater Poland. It is uncertain whether it had any infl uence on solidifying the belief that magic can help a person fl oat on the surface of water.
C o n t r o v e r s i e s s u r r o u n d i n g t h e c o l d w a t e r o r d e a l a s e v i d e n c e i n w i t c h c r a f t t r i a l s We do not know how popular the cold water ordeal was in trials taking place in Polish courts in the sixteenth century, since most known case fi les from witchcraft proceedings held at the time (as well as in the seventeenth and the eighteenth century) by municipal courts do not contain such information. 24 In any case, cold water ordeal had to be commonly used in Poland in the fi rst decades of the seventeenth century seeing that the author of the work Czarownica powołana, published anonymously in Poznań in 1639, devoted a large portion of the book to answering the question: "Is it appropriate to swim witches for the purposes of ordeal by water or experiment?" As evidenced by this excerpt, the author was an orthodox Roman Catholic, making an attempt to put the blame of abuses in witchcraft trials on Protestants. Carrying on with his discussion of ordeal by water, he pointed out that it had been prohibited both by secular rulers, for example Charlemagne, and by several popes: Stephen V, Alexander II, Lucius, and Innocent III. 27 He emphasised that Pope Innocent III and the Ecumenical Council in 1215, "zakazawszy tej próby, srogo też zakazał i postanowił, aby się żaden kapłan takowej próby nie poważał święcić wody lubo gorącej, lub zimnej, ani żelaza rozpalonego".
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Using cold water ordeal as evidence in witchcraft trials was also criticised by Daniel Wisner in his work most probably targeted at the legal community and devoted, among others, to witches, entitled Tractatus brevis de extramagis lamiis, venefi cis (Poznań, 1639).
29 Th e practice was also contested in a 1645 sentence issued by the Supreme Court of German Law with seat in the Cracow castle, in which the cold water ordeal was described as prohibited not only by canon but also by secular law, as well as evidence suggested by the devil: Na pławienie tych białychgłów in eo passu patrzyć nie potrzeba, bo takowe pławienie jest quaedam coniectura vel indagatio superstitiosa, iże nie żad-nemi prawami wynaleziona, ale raczej diabolica suggestione ad indagandam in talibus veritatem iudicibus prudentibus podana, którą sacri canones et iura civila kondemnowały i onej serio, aby jej w żadnych sądach i urzę-dach nie zażywano, zakazały. Bohdan Baranowski contested the authenticity of the story, claiming that it could have been made up by the author of the book. 33 Th ese doubts can be dispelled if we consider the fact that similar experiments, aimed at verifying the credibility of cold water ordeals, did take place in the territory of the Crown. It is possible that their use was infl uenced by the Crown Assessor's Court, which in 1673 published an ordinance setting out procedures to follow in case of accusations of sacrilege and witchcraft. Th e ordinance prohibited smalltown magistrates to use capital punishment and advised them to refer the cases and the accused to magistrates in bigger towns, which had better knowledge of the Magdeburg Law. Each accused was to be granted a lawyer and legal action was to be taken not solely on the basis of simple accusation, but of evidence and documents confi rming that the crime had been committed. Th e sentence was to be executed after no less than three days after its delivery in order to give the judges time to think it over.
34
One of such experiments, admittedly one of the very few to have been carried out, took place in Lesser Poland, during a trial held in 1689 in the village of Gdów before the court brought to the village by its owner from the nearby town of Dobczyce. Th e accused were two women: Rejna (Regina) Krawcowa and Helena Gałczyna, both of whom were subjected to the cold water ordeal prior to the court hearing along with several other women not suspected of engaging in witchcraft. Th e other women were most probably submerged in water to verify the reliability of the procedure of swimming. Witnesses heard by the Dobczyce Court later testifi ed that the accused women fl oated on the surface like pieces of wood, while the others sank and went to the bottom.
35 Th e members of the court from Dobczyce heard the testimonies of the accused and, having reviewed evidence and testimonies of the prosecutors, found the women not guilty of witchcraft. When it came to the cold water ordeal, the court argued that it had no base in the Magdeburg Law and was prohibited by canon law, which was signifi cant since witchcraft cases lay within the domain of 33 Ibidem, p. 93. 34 M. Woźniakowa, Sąd asesorski koronny (1537 -1795 ecclesiastical courts (pursuant to the 1543 Sejm resolution). 36 Unfortunately, we do not have any information on the exact composition of the court, which is a pity, since, as Marian Mikołajczyk points out, the judges from Dobczyce displayed similar circumspection and consideration in other witchcraft trials.
37
Another experiment of this kind took place in northern Greater Poland in 1692, 38 on 29 May, when fi ve women accused of witchcraft were questioned in Młotków, a village belonging to the Łobże-nica estate, by the court from Łobżenica presided over by the town's mayor, Paweł Fabian, in presence of noblemen Wojciech Kruszyński and Wojciech Drzewicki. 39 Wishing to be acquitted of the charges of witchcraft, all accused women asked to be subjected to the cold water ordeal. Regina was the fi rst one to undergo the procedure. She was submerged in water three times, twice tied and once untied; she twice fl oated on the surface. Barbara, Katarzyna Derlina, and Katarzyna Błachowa were subjected to swimming next, each was submerged three times and fl oated on the water every time. Regina, who sank in the fi rst attempt and fl oated twice, asked for another attempt to be carried out, arguing "że ja nie będę pływała, bom niewinna, teraz mnie kat pociągał stryczkiem". 40 Since the tortured women did not want to plead guilty of being witches and asked to be once again subjected to the cold water ordeal, the owner of Łobżenica, Castellan of Kalisz Jan Korzbok Łącki, decided that the accused would watch as "wezmą pacholcy chłopca i dziewczynę, których żeby się kat nie tykał, niechże związawszy im ręce i nogi, puszczą ich na wodę wolnosinko [wolniusieńko] , jeżeli będą pływać, jeżeli nie będą pływać, wyrwać że ich zaraz z wody, żeby nie potonęli, i dać im wódki, żeby nie pomarzli".
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Th e accused were to observe the swimming and then be subjected to it themselves. 36 Ibidem, p. 126 . Th e information was actually not completely true, as the 1543 Sejm resolution, giving ecclesiastical courts the power to hold witchcraft trials, remained in force for only a year. In later years, however, nobody remembered about it and the witchcraft trials were customarily left to religious courts. 37 Th e experimental cold water ordeal on innocent children took place, nomen omen, on 1 June 1692. Th e fi rst person to be submerged in water was Wawrzyniec Czyż, who was about 15 years old and was a son of a peasant from the village of Gromadno; after him followed 12-year-old Anna, daughter of Kaczynka, a villager from Gromadno. Both of them "fl oated on the surface".
42 Th e experiment was carried out once again the very next day, on Sunday. Th is time diff erent children were submerged in water: 12-year-old son of a man called Tomala, who served in the manor in Falmierowo, and Katarzyna, daughter of a cottager from the same village. Th e ordeal was executed by Domaracki, a servant, this time not near Młotków, but in a body of water behind the Falmierowo manor, "na Kopcach". Th e children were submerged three times, each time tied, but not once did they sink. 43 It is uncertain how the judges rationalised the fact that the children had fl oated on the surface, but the proceedings continued, no longer held in the village but referred to the vogt court in Łobżenica. Th e judges eventually found four out of fi ve accused women guilty of witchcraft and sentenced them to death by burning at the stake.
44
Th ere were only a few people who were aware that the cold water ordeal in witchcraft trials was not recognised by law as proof of guilt. One of them was Vogt of Żywiec Andrzej Komoniecki (1658 Komoniecki ( -1729 , who wrote down a description of one of the trials featuring the swimming. In 1698, two women from the village of Lipowo (near Żywiec) were accused of witchcraft and being able to "pożytki sąm-siedzkie odbierać i psować". 45 Th ere was no evidence of their crime, so they were subjected to the cold water ordeal in a deep fragment of the Koszarawa river, "próbując, jeżeli na dół utyną". Th e women were brought to the river on a wagon, wearing only "grave clothes", with numerous onlookers gathered around the site despite the fact, as Komoniecki underlines, the procedure was something "co to i wedle prawa dowodem nie było". 46 Komoniecki did not provide any information on the outcome of the ordeal. Doubts concerning the cold water ordeal among the elite of the legal world must have been signifi cant since the Crown Assessor's 42 Ibidem, fol. 576rec. 43 Ibidem. 44 Ibidem, fol. 588ver. 45 A. Komoniecki, Chronografi a albo Dziejopis żywiecki, ed. S. Grodziski, I. Dwornicka (Żywiec, 1987) , p. 267. 46 Ibidem. Court prohibited the court from the royal town of Łęczyca to use the procedure in 1702, with the court's members losing their positions for allowing for the ordeal to be carried out. 47 Józef Rafacz points out that the decision of the Assesor's Court was only applicable to Łęczyca, "but there is no doubt that a similar trend could be observed in other royal towns". 48 It was still the noble owner who had the fi nal say in trials held in private towns. To give an example, in 1711 nobleman Fiodor Kownacki from Dubno, Volhynia, requested the local magistrate to swim ten female inhabitants of the town which he had accused of causing the drought. Th anks to the eff orts of the women's husbands, no further legal action was taken against them. 49 As I mentioned before, the Roman Catholic Church offi cially prohibited the use of the cold water ordeal in 1215. Nonetheless, everyday life proved the ban to be rather ineff ective. Despite the fact that the Pope and the Ecumenical Council had prohibited the procedure and contested its veracity, it was still used in seventeenth-century Poland by laymen and clerics alike. Cistercians from the monastery in Oliwa subjected two women to the cold water ordeal in witchcraft trials held in 1664; the women were later decapitated and their bodies were burned at the stake. 50 In mid-seventeenth century, attempting to remedy such state of aff airs, the Papacy decided to offi cially approve and popularise the ordinance on witchcraft proceedings, the so-called Roman Instruction (where the cold water ordeal was once again prohibited). 51 At least some Polish hierarchs must have read the Instruction relatively soon after its publication. One 11 April 1669, one such clergyman, Bishop of Włocławek (commonly referred to as Bishop of Kuyavia and Pomerania) Kazimierz Florian Czartoryski (1620-1674) published his own ordinance, based on and making reference to the Pope's Instruction, which was directed at "wszystkiemu duchowieństwu, także i pospólstwu naszej diecezyi kujaw skiej i pomorskiej": 52 Z częstego doświadczenia i ludzi mądrych i pobożnych świadectwa, i z pisma doktorów różnych, nawet z Informacyi Rzymskiej, wydanej na formowanie procesów o czarownicach, Roku P[ańskiego] 1657, nauczyliśmy się, że wiele w takowych procesach przeciw czarownicom wydanych, wiele jest błędów, tak dalece, jako też mówi Instrukcja Rzymska, ledwo kiedy doświadczono, aby był słusznie formowany takowy proces, skąd pod pretekstem sprawiedliwości, częstokroć zawaśnienie prywatne i zemszczenie obrazy swoje i wielkie niewinnych obciążanie, najduje się. Wiele bowiem jest sędziów, któ-rzy ladajakie udanie i okazanie przyjmują, jakoby tej albo owej choroby przyczyną były białegłowy oskarżone, i przypadki różne, abo szkody, na nie kładą! Za czym na męki niesłuszne i na śmierć procesy źle formują.
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Having described abuses in witchcraft trials, including those committed by secular judges, Bishop Kazimierz F. Czartoryski formulated a list of forbidden practices which was to be followed in his diocese; one of the practices was swimming of witches, with Czartoryski arguing that the procedure had been prohibited by the Church much earlier.
About a dozen years later, Bishop of Łuck Stanisław Witwicki (ca. 1630-1698) published the book Obraz prawdziwego chrześcijanina (1684), where he addressed the issue of witchcraft. He appealed to municipal judges who, according to him, were nor well-versed in law and "krew ludzką bezpiecznie szynkują". Bishop Witwicki aimed to stop secular judges and magistrate courts from abusing their powers by calling upon them in the following manner: Napominamy tu w Bogu owych sędziów po wsiach i miasteczkach, wójtów, ławników, którzy nie umiejąc prawa, ani się go ucząc, krew ludzką bezpiecznie szynkują, ciężkie na uczonych sędziów i teologów sądy przedsiębiorą. [--] Bishop of Vilnius Michał Jan Zienkiewicz (1670-1762), meanwhile, convened a synod, held in Vilnius on 10-13 February 1744, which adopted a resolution banning the use of the cold water ordeal without obtaining permission of a bishop. 55 He recommended that the priests working in each diocese do not allow for secular courts to imprison women accused of witchcraft and swim them without previous investigation of the case by a cleric. 56 Despite the offi cial ban, therefore, the synod did not prohibit carrying out of the cold water ordeal under all circumstances. Another person who attempted to stop the use of the procedure in witchcraft trials was Bishop of Kiev Jozef Andrzej Załuski (1702 Załuski ( -1774 , who published a work on the subject in 1766, presenting a historical overview of the cold water ordeal and the stance of the Catholic Church on its application. Załuski provided a detailed description of the use of the procedure on accused and suspects:
Najprzód obnażano do naga, nogę prawą z lewą, lewą z prawą ręką zwią-zano, z przyczyny, aby pływać nie mogła ta osoba, z której dociec prawdy chciano, i trzymając na powrozie, wrzucano z mostu lub ze statku w wodę. I gdy poszedł pod wodę jakoby tonął, jako naturalnie powinien związany człowiek, niemogący sobie siłą pomagać do pływania, takiego uznano za niewinnego, lecz gdy związany nie poszedł pod wodę, lecz pływał po wodzie, takiego winnym osądzano. 57 Załuski attempted to fi nd an explanation of how certain people do not sink when subjected to the ordeal, which was either coincidental or natural. Th e bishop made reference to the research of "physicists, that is naturalists": powiadają, iż ludzie, częstokroć się trafi a, piersi szersze mają jak do statury człowieka być powinni, a przeto mając piersi szersze, jak drudzy wię-cej powietrza w siebie wziąwszy, dłużej go zatrzymać mogą, co ich czyni lekszymi od wody, a przeto tonąć zaraz wrzuceni na wodę nie mogą.
58
In the subsequent passages of his work, Załuski described the history of the cold water ordeal, writing that it had ceased to be used in the thirteenth century due to the ban imposed on it by the Council of the Lateran in 1215, but it "odnowiło się znowu w wieku szesnastym w różnych miejscach niemieckich i francuskich, którego już nie dla wypróbowania prawdy złodziejstwa lub innych wstępków zaży-wano jako przedtym, lecz tylko na dowodzenie czarowników, a najbardziej czarownic".
59 Th e bishop pointed out that some people had noticed the wickedness and fallibility of swimming witches as early as the foutrteenth century, giving as an example the 1563 work by Johann Weyer (1515-1588) entitled De praestigiis daemonum. Th e author of the book argued that "ciężkość ciała równie winnym jako i niewinnym z natury jest dana i czart częstokroć dla omamienia ludzi i do grzechu przyprowadzenia sprawuje". 60 Załuski also claimed that allowing for such ordeals to be carried out was a sin, "albowiem są przyczyną, że o takich kobietach złą mają ludzie opinią, chociaż niewinne".
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Th e Bishop of Kiev also addressed secular judges, telling them that they should demand for the prosecutors to present solid evidence. He also cautioned them not to use the outcome of the cold water ordeal as a premise to pronounce death sentences, as the ordeal "is not a trial or evidence of any sort".
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Józef A. Załuski was aware that the procedure in question became widespread in times of natural disasters, for example drought ("bezbożnie niektórzy czynią gospodarze, którzy widząc suszą, aby deszcz był, pławią niewiasty lubo wodę na granicę nosić każą"). 63 Th ere are many examples of such patterns of behaviour in the past. In 1675, "było powietrze na ludzi, ale bardziej na inwentarze wszelkie". Ibidem, p. 67. In consequence of the drought, nobleman Samuel Zeleski, the owner of Łagiewniki, lost 500 sheep as well as numerous heads of cattle and horses. Th e noble, "zrazu nie tak karze Boskiej, jako czarom przypisywać to począł" and he ordered to "wszystkie kobiety ze wsiów pła-wić, a która pływała, jako czarownicę do kłody sadzano, już tedy miał posyłać po kata, na tracenie owychże białychgłów, ale Jejmość [żona, Zuzanna Bełdowska] sama z wrodzonej litości suplikowała Jegomości, aby się nie skwapiał na zgubę ludzi, może być, że niewinnych, ponieważ inwentarze nie tylko u nich, ale i po inszych miejscach odchodzą". 64 Zeleski accepted his wife's argument and eventually abandoned his plan and freed the women.
In mid-eighteenth century, Father Benedykt Chmielowski published the book Nowe Ateny, where he informed his readers, primarily clerics and noblemen, that the cold water ordeal had been banned by provincial synods "bo częstokroć czart, choć na osoby najniewinniejsze wkłada kalumnię; alias nie dopuszcza im utonąć w wodzie, trzymając je na wierzchu wody, skąd karane bywają i miane za czarownice. Czasem też, czy winne, czy niewinne, swą chytrością topią czarci w stawach". 65 Even though Chmielowski's encyclopaedia was apparently immensely popular among the Polish nobility, the information on the ban on the cold water ordeal included in the work did not dissuade nobles from carrying out the procedure in case of witchcraft accusations. In consequence, cold water ordeals connected to natural disasters, primarily to drought, were still in use as late as the second half of the eighteenth century. Th is fact fi nds its confi rmation in the story of the winter of 1788/1789, exceptionally severe in Poland, and of the spring of 1789, extremely dry 66 due to lack of rainfall lasting for weeks, which heralded poor crop yields and famine. Peasants from the villages of the Świętokrzyskie region, as well as "duchowieństwo, 68 Th e women who did not drown were pronounced witches and sentenced to lashing, which was to last until rain started falling. Unfortunately for the women, it was not until the next day that rain appeared in Zagość, which proved to further solidify the belief in magic among the members of the local community.
C o l d w a t e r o r d e a l b e f o r e l e g a l p r o c e e d i n g s
Th e Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in the Early Modern period did not have uniform regulations regarding the use of the cold water ordeal in witchcraft trials. As evidenced by the available historical sources, whether the ordeal would be carried out or not depended on the following factors: tradition of a given region, mentality of village and town owners, and beliefs of judges and members of the municipal council. It seems that in Poland swimming of witches most frequently took place before offi cially bringing the charges to the court and opening trial, and was carried out at the request of: 1) the prosecutor, 2) the accused (sometimes her relatives), who sought to prove her innocence and avoid trial, during which she would most probably be subjected to torture, 3) the owner of the village or town, wishing to fi nd out whether the accused was in fact a witch (Bohdan Baranowski believed that in Poland, swimming women accused of witchcraft customarily lay within the power of local authorities, most frequently village owner or village self-government), 70 4) the municipal council, which according to the distribution of duties was responsible for investigating a criminal case and referring it to the vogt court and the magistrate (such division of powers was characteristic for many, albeit not all, towns in Lesser Poland, 71 but could also be observed in the territory of Royal Prussia 72 ), 5) the court, if it so decided during trial. Let us take a closer look at each of these fi ve cases. 1) Cold water ordeal carried out at the request of the prosecution. One of the instances in which the ordeal was requested by the prosecuting party was the case of Magdalena Ruskowa. She was brought before the court in Nowe nad Wisłą in June 1701, having been accused of witchcraft by, among others, Franciszek Reychoniarski, a burgher from Nowe, who had made a request to subject the woman to ordeal by water.
73 Th e municipal council asked the vogt to carry out the procedure and inform the body of its outcome. It also sent two of its members to the site as witnesses. Th e accused was submerged in water three times in view of quite a large audience, 74 and since she fl oated on the surface each time, it was decided that the ordeal provided grounds for her detainment and trial before court. 2) As mentioned before, the belief that the cold water ordeal was an evidence of a person's guilt or innocence was widespread in almost the entire Europe. Th is is why many people accused of witchcraft wanted to prove they were innocent and appealed to courts or estate owners (before being brought before court by the owners) to be subjected to the ordeal. Th ere were many examples of such appeals in the territory of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, among them the case of Maciej Piskuła from Piesna, tried in 1690 in Łobżenica (Greater Poland), who asked "for water" because, as he stated before the court, "people say that the water will cleanse an innocent man". can be found in case fi les of the court in Nowe nad Wisłą. Regina Jakubowa Krajniczka, a woman accused of witchcraft in the village of Smętkowo in May 1699, "voluntarily asked to be tried by water". Her request was accepted and she was submerged in water three times, but each time "the water would not take her". She was therefore handed over to the executioner. 77 Another example comes from 7 July 1701, when the municipal council of Nowe detained Ewa Łobysowa under the suspicion of witchcraft at the request of Wawrzyniec Jordański and his wife. Th is time, it was the husband of the accused who asked for her "to be submerged in water".
78 Th e ordeal took place the following day. Łobysowa was submerged in water three times, but each time she fl oated on the surface.
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People accused of witchcraft requested the ordeal by water both before being detained and after they had already been imprisoned. In July 1689, Jan Kolberk, a burgher from Nowe, accused Elza Kucharczykowa, alias Zarębina, of being a witch. Th e woman was detained and, following a series of urgent pleas made by Eliza and her husband, who had been summoned before the municipal court, 80 subjected to swimming to test her innocence. Th e ordeal, carried out by the executioner, took place before a large audience, including two judges designated by the court, who later reported that "gdy ją [Elzę Kucharczykową] sprawca pierwszy raz na wodę związaną puścieł, do dna poszła, lecz wkrótce wynurzywszy się, pływała". 81 Submerged in water for the second time, she once again did not drown.
In July 1719, the court in Nowe tried Anna Szpornowska, accused of witchcraft by three local burghers. 82 She did not plead guilty of any wrongdoings and requested to be subjected to the cold water ordeal. 77 Two judges were dispatched to oversee the procedure. Th rown into the water by the executioner in front of a big crowd, the woman fl oated on the surface each time. Before the swimming, the water had been publicly hallowed by the dean of Nowe.
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A similar example comes from Greater Poland, from a trial held before the three-member municipal court in Łobżenica on 17 June 1686. Th e trial concerned accusations of practising malevolent magic made against two inhabitants of the village of Osowo. Th e women requested to be subjected to the cold water ordeal and the court acceded to their proposal. Th e accused women's eff orts turned out to be futile as they "fl oated on the surface like ducks" in front of a crowd of onlookers. 84 In the afternoon of the very same day, 17 June 1686, another woman -Dorota Nabzdziszka -was brought before the court; she also requested to be subjected to the cold water ordeal. Th e court accepted her request and thus she was submerged in water in front of a large audience. As Dorota did not sink underwater, she was handed over to the executioner the following day.
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Th e case fi le from the witchcraft trial held in August and September 1731 against Barbara Kostrzyna from Polskie Brody (currently called Brody, it is a village by the Wierzyca river, near Gniew) contains the description of cold water ordeal carried out by the woman's husband, 86 which resulted in her fl oating on the surface. According to the testimony of one of the witnesses, Kostrzenina's husband, who had been expelled from several villages due to his wife's actions, one night submerged her in water with help from the woman's brother in order to see whether she was really a witch. Since she did not sink, both attempted to renounce her.
87 Th e husband fell sick and died three days later. 88 It is possible that numerous pleas or requests for the cold water ordeal made by people accused of witchcraft did not necessarily result from their will to defend themselves from the accusations, but may have rather served as an attempt to prevent the opening of a trial, one 83 Ibidem. At the time the post of the local parish priest and dean was held by Wawrzyniec Judasz Tadeusz Behme (parish priest 1704-1730); see K. Kościński, Kościoły i kaplice w Nowem (Gdańsk, 1896) Ibidem. of the elements of which was torture. Such a possibility was indicated by Rita Voltmer 89 and Wolfgang Schild. 90 3) Cold water ordeals were often carried out at the request of the village or estate owner, especially when they considered themselves to be victims. As indicated by Tomasz Wiślicz's research on witchcraft trials held in Kleczew (Greater Poland) and its vicinity in the seventeenth century, "the largest group among the prosecutors and witnesses were noblemen, usually owners of nearby villages, deeply convinced of the guilt of the inhabitants of their estates". 91 One of the examples can be a trial taking place in 1655 in the village of Praszka, belonging to the Wężyk family. Th e women subjected to the cold water ordeal were two folk healers who provided herbs necessary to perform love magic. Th e women, apprehended by peasants at the order of the village owner, were swimmed and then put on trial. 92 4) Bohdan Baranowski indicated that cold water ordeals were usually carried out before the offi cial opening of the trial. 93 Th is conclusion fi nds its confi rmation in case fi les from witchcraft trials held in Nowe nad Wisłą. Th anks to these sources, we know for example that in the case of Marianna Krystofka (1701), the municipal council decided to swim her before the proper beginning of legal proceedings. Th e council asked the vogt of Nowe to carry out the procedure and designated two judges to assist; they ordered the executioner to "submerge her time and again and again". Th e ordeal took place in front of a large crowd and the woman, "having been tied, emerged from the water and started to fl oat". Having reached the conclusion that Krystofka was guilty of being a witch, the council handed her over to the court. 94 In another trial, held in July 1712, Jadwiga Michałkowa was accused of witchcraft by Elżbieta Stachowa and in consequence was subjected to the cold water ordeal by the municipal council. She fl oated on the surface and thus was brought before the court. 95 Th ose are just a few out of a plethora of similar examples. 5) On a number of occasions, it was the court that decided to carry out the cold water ordeal after the opening of the trial. It was usually done in order to obtain evidence in a given case. Anna Troska, tried in Siernica (Greater Poland) in 1629, was subjected to the ordeal by an executioner at the order of the court in Kleczew. Th e executioner "threw" her on the water and even though she (as was noted by the observers) attempted to sink, she ended up fl oating on water "like a log".
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At the request of Wawrzyniec Czapski, the judge (vogt) of Nowe sent deputy vogt Jakub Kucis, assessor Jerzy Niedzielski, and a sworn scribe to Smętkowo on 1 August 1701. Th ey were to try Dorota Piotrowska, known as Kaszubka, on the accusation of witchcraft. At the time of their arrival, the woman was already imprisoned. Th e court approached her and "podług zwyczaju i prawa, dawszy jej dobrą admonicyją pytając jej, co za przyczyna, że cię zasadzono". As Dorota did not know why she had been apprehended, the court decided to subject her to the cold water ordeal:
Jednak będąc przez wodę próbowana, którą sprawca podług zwyczaju należytego związawszy na wodzie spławił, i którą gdy na wodę puścił pierwszy raz, drugi i trzeci, i przy zgromadzeniu tak wiele ludzi, wierzchem pływała, którą po tym od wody w beczkę wsadziwszy, do więzienia zawieziono.
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Th e court admonished her to plead guilty, but she insisted that she was innocent, which is why the judges ordered the executioner to subject her to torture.
In 1753, the court in Gniezno heard a witchcraft case in which the accused were a married couple -Elżbieta and Jan Celech from the village of Ławki. Th e owner of the village, Paweł Żeromski, brought them before court, which then decided to hand them over to Piotr, executioner from Gniezno, to subject them to the cold water ordeal. Th e procedure was carried out in the presence of two judges and a large crowd. Th e wife and husband both fl oated on the surface on 95 the water and were thus pronounced guilty of practising magic and sent to torture.
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Nonetheless, the court did not always make a decision to initiate legal proceedings, even when the accused had fl oated on water during the ordeal. We have information on fi ve women who either came out triumphant from the cold swimming or who did not face trial as the court in Rzeszów did not consider the ordeal to be fully reliable evidence.
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did not always give permission to carry out the cold water ordeal, but we unfortunately do not have much knowledge concerning the grounds on which such decisions were made. Katarzyna Mrowczyna, accused of witchcraft and practising malevolent magic, was brought before the rural court from the village of Staniszewo (former Pomeranian Voivodship, Mirachowo Starostwo) in 1695. During the fi rst hearing, Mrowczyna stated: "Ja niewinnam. Chcecie mię pławić i to możecie, czyń-cie ze mną, co chcecie". 100 Nonetheless, the court did not make a decision to swim the accused and instead handed her straight over to the torturer.
Th e municipal court from Nowe nad Wisłą also did not use the cold water ordeal in the witchcraft trial held in 1747 against Barbara Draszkowa. Th e woman requested to be subjected to the ordeal, putting forward the following proposal to the court: "da mąż mój WPaństwu 100 zł, a niech idę na wodę". 101 It is not certain why the court did not accept her request, even though it had earlier acceded to similar pleas from people accused of witchcraft. Another witchcraft trial in which the court of Nowe did not allow for the cold water ordeal to be carried out took place the same year, on 16 January, in the village of Morzeszczyn, where three local peasants accused four women, their neighbours, of witchcraft.
102 One of them, Katarzyna Owczarka, did not plead guilty during her fi rst hearing, claiming that 98 S. Karwowski, Gniezno (Poznań, 1892), pp. 126-127. 99 Z. Dydek, "Czary w procesie inkwizycyjnym w Rzeszowie w XVIII wieku,"
Rocznik Województwa Rzeszowskiego 5 (1964 Rzeszowskiego 5 ( /1965 Rzeszowskiego 5 ( [1968 ), p. 386. Th e author of the article did not provide exact dates of the trials. In order to determine them it is necessary to consult the source material. 100 Z. Guldon, "Proces czarownicy we wsie Staniszewo w 1695 r.," Studia z Dzie- Ibidem, p. 135. she did not believe in the devil, but in one God. Having been taken to another hearing by "voluntary inquisition" after an hour, she once again denied the accusations and asked to be swimmed: "this water will cleanse me". Th e court did not accept her request and sent her to torture the very same day.
T h e d e v i l a n d t h e c o l d w a t e r o r d e a l When subjected to cruel torture, the accused women usually confessed to whatever the judges wanted to hear. Th ey were often questioned about their contacts with the devil and whether the devil promised to help "his" witch during cold water ordeals. It naturally turned out that some devils did promise to assist the women. Such was the testimony of Katarzyna Oleyniczanka (1690), who testifi ed that after she had been arrested devil Hans "promised to sink her to the bottoms, so that she would not fl oat", but he did not keep his word, "because on that day, when she was taken to the ordeal, he left her. Janek, the second devil, left her as well".
103 Marianna Kowalka (1709) claimed that the devil had sat on a nearby alder tree during her ordeal and promised her that she would drown when she was being submerged in water.
104 When Elza Kucharczykowa (1689) was led to her ordeal, the devil promised to give her a slab of iron, but he eventually betrayed her and ran away.
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Having sunk to the bottom in cold water ordeal, Anna Krucha, tried by the municipal court from Nowe nad Wisłą in 1698, testifi ed that the "hellhound" had been with her all along and promised her that she would sink, while during torture he said: "I will suff er and suff er for you, so that you survive the torture". 106 In another trial, held in Czerniewo (Royal Prussia) in 1727, one of the tried and tortured women also testifi ed that the devil had promised to put iron behind her ear during the cold water ordeal so that she would sink, which would be a proof of her innocence. Th ose accused who believed that the cold water ordeal would clear them of all charges were surprised to see the procedure go awry. Th ey afterwards attempted to explain the outcome of the swimming to the prosecutors, the court, and probably also to themselves. One of the women, submerged in water during a trial held before the municipal court in Warta (Greater Poland), told the judges that when she was a child, her mother smeared her with goose fat to improve her health, which was why she fl oated on water like a goose.
108 Barbara Grzeszówka, tried in June 1665 by the vogt court in Chęciny (Lesser Poland), 109 meanwhile, had been subjected to cold water ordeal before the charges were offi cially brought to the court. It is not known who carried out the ordeal and where it took place, but it is certain that the woman did not sink and later tried to defend herself, saying: "Dlategom po wierzchu pływała, bom wczora cały dzień nie jadła".
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Her husband, Mikołaj Skowronek, was swimmed as well; he, too, fl oated on the surface. He testifi ed before the court: "Nie wiem, co za przyczyna, żem pływał po wierzchu, żadnych czarów nie umiem. Czyńcie waszmościowie co rozumiecie".
111 Zofi a Kaliścina, subjected to the cold water ordeal in Koźmin in 1648, explained to the court that she had fl oated on the water not because she was a witch, but because "na sobie miała grzech o dziecię, którem była u Bożej męki [kapliczki] zakopała".
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F u l l y d r e s s e d o r n a k e d ? According to Bohdan Baranowski, as mentioned before, cold water ordeals were carried out with the victim tied in the following manner: left arm tied with right leg and right arm tied with left leg; the person was then slowly brought down into the water on a rope.
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A similar way of tying the accused could be observed in some German countries.
114 It seems, however, that there was some regional variation, since a description of the cold water ordeal, carried out in Royal 108 Baranowski, O hultajach, wiedźmach i wszetecznicach, p. 118. 109 Cracow, Jagiellonian Library (Biblioteka Jagiellońska), MS 5476, "Prothocollon actorum civilium offi cii consularis civitatis Chencinensis", 1613-1680, fol. 41rec. 110 Ibidem. 111 Ibidem; cf. Wijaczka, "Procesy o czary w regionie świętokrzyskim," p. 40.
We have no information on the outcome of the case. 112 K. Milewski, Pamiątki historyczne krajowe (Warszawa, 1848), p. 347. 113 Baranowski, Procesy czarownic w Polsce, p. 92. 114 Zedlers Universal-Lexicon, vol. 33 (Leipzig and Halle, 1747), col. 693. Prussia in mid-eighteenth century, contains the following information on the manner of tying the victim: arms were crossed with legs and tied together behind the back, which means that the accused, stripped naked, was dunked in water facing down.
115 Th e person subjected to the ordeal had to have a rope tied around them so that they could be taken out of the water in case they started to sink. According to this information, the ordeal did not necessarily have to be carried out by the executioner and could be performed by other people, although it still was necessary to pay the executioner. According to the contract concluded with Hans from Tczew in 1660, the executioner was paid 3 fl orins for each swimming. 116 In his work on witchcraft trials in Poland in the seventeenth and the eighteenth century, already cited in previous passages of this paper, Bogdan Baranowski wrote that women did not sink in water because "several layers of woollen skirts and aprons, puff y sleeves and bodices initially helped the alleged witch fl oat on the surface". 117 Baranowski claimed that he had not found any information on women being stripped naked before the ordeal in source materials.
118 Th e footnotes suggest that Baranowski arrived at his conclusion on the basis of the description of the swimming taking place in Doruchów in 1775, 119 even though Janusz Tazbir had already proven 120 that no such trial ever took place and that the testimony of an alleged witness of the events was most probably forged by Konstanty Majeranowski. 121 Th e Doruchów trial nonetheless continues to be discussed in historical works, 122 while Baranowski's work has often been used as a reference (his statements have, for example, been repeated in the re-editions of the synthesis of the history of the Polish state and law 123 and in other works concerning the history of law 124 ). A German lexicon dating back to mid-eighteenth century confi rms the theory that women subjected to the cold water ordeal were stripped naked. Th e author of the work, Johann Zedler, wrote that men would be submerged in water completely naked, while women underwent the ordeal wearing only their slips (Unterrock).
125 A mention of women being dressed solely in "grave clothes" can be found in Vogt of Żywiec Andrzej Komoniecki's description of a trial held in 1698, when two women were tried and swimmed in the village of Lipowa (near Żywiec).
126 "Grave clothes" also appear in the paperwork of the Chełmno treasury, which includes information on witchcraft trials held in the town at the time. On 25 July 1638, the treasurer paid one złoty for "fabric for witch garments", 127 while on 10 December of the same year he bought 5 ells of fabric for 9 groszs an ell for "a slip for a witch".
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Nonetheless, there were also instances of swimming in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in which women were submerged in water naked, as evidenced, for instance, by the description of the ordeal used in Royal Prussia, dating back to mid-eighteenth century. According to the text, the accused were submerged in water naked, regardless of their sex.
129 Th is also fi nds its confi rmation in the words of Bishop of Kiev Józef A. Załuski, who clearly stated: "Th e person was fi rst stripped naked".
130 Bohdan Baranowski's stories of woollen skirts keeping women from sinking, 131 therefore, belong rather in fairy tales.
S i t e o f t h e o r d e a l
Women and men suspected of being witches or warlocks were subjected to cold water ordeal in the nearest body of water, with source materials hardly ever mentioning any further details. In Kleczew, the procedure took place in the small lake called Stępa. 132 Women were tied in the shape of a "teardrop" and dropped into the water from a deck. Some of cold water ordeals also took place in the ponds of Rzeszów in the fi rst decades of the eighteenth century. Th e work by Józef A. Załuski also indicates that there were attempts to submerge women in large barrels fi lled with water, which was possible, "since this way of tying a person makes them so tiny that they easily fi t inside a barrel".
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A b u s e s d u r i n g c o l d w a t e r o r d e a l Th e procedure of the cold water ordeal was not, naturally, free of abuses, primarily on the part of the executioner or the people responsible for carrying it out. During one of the trials held before the joint vogt and mayor court in Łobżenica, several inhabitants of the village of Rataje accused of witchcraft asked to be swimmed. Th e ordeal took place on 5 June 1690. Th ey all fl oated on the water because, as they would later explain, "mistrz [kat] powróz nie popuszczał i onych zatrzymywał, i drągiem podnosił w wodzie", which was apparently a lie, "gdyż sobie mistrz z nimi postąpił jako zwyczajnie postąpią". 134 Nonetheless, credence should be given to the accused.
A lot depended on the way in which the suspects were "dropped" into water. Th is fi nds its confi rmation in the testimonies of women tried in Koźmin (Greater Poland) in May 1648. One of them, Anna Bogdajka from Koźmin, testifi ed that "dlategom pływała, bo mię na bok wrzucono, a insze mężowie puszczali na nogi i nie chciały pły-wać".
135 Anna Strzeżeduszy mentioned another "method" in her testimony, stating: "z tej przyczyny mnie wzięto, żem pływała, ale niejednakowo rzucano w wodę, jedne z ochroną, a drugie jako mogło być". Making reference to the beliefs spread among the local community, she said that "kiedy która czarownica, chociaż ją pogrążają, tedy ona przecie pływa jako kaczka, ale jam tylko głowę z wody wyścibiła".
As evidenced by the above examples, the people performing the ordeal helped some women and did not help others.
Bishop of Wrocław Antoni Sebastian Dembowski ordered for the nobles guilty of killing a woman in Grabów, Kashubia, to be brought before a secular court. Th e woman was accused of witchcraft and subjected to the cold water ordeal; when she started to sink, she was hit in the head with a paddle several times.
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C o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s Th e research conducted so far unequivocally shows that the use of the cold water ordeal in witchcraft trials in the Early Modern period enjoyed varied popularity in each region of Poland (the Crown). While it was relatively often used in Greater Poland and Royal Prussia, the case fi les preserved to this day indicate that the situation in Lesser Poland may have been diff erent. Marian Mikołajczyk, whose research focuses on criminal trials in the latter province, claims: "swimming of witches, and sometimes also warlocks, seems to have taken place rather sparsely, at least in Lesser Poland". 138 At the same time, he cited only several examples known to us so far. Th is insignifi cant number of mentions in references and printed sources alike does not necessarily mean that the cold water ordeal was a sporadic method of investigation in Lesser Poland, where in the second half of the seventeenth century it was commonly believed that successful (or unsuccessful) swimming provided strong evidence of the guilt or innocence of the person accused of witchcraft. Such state of aff airs is confi rmed by a trial held in the region in 1674, in which the court from Słom-niki sentenced Krystyna Gajowa Danieleczka to death for witchcraft and collecting dew despite lack of any evidence apart from the fact that during the cold water ordeal she not only did not drown, but she actually "came to the shore". Th e court took this as a "great attestation of witchcraft" 139 and imposed death sentence on the accused. Marian Mikołajczyk, already mentioned above, claimed around a dozen years ago:
In order to see the cold water ordeal as a signifi cant element of legal proceedings -as posited by textbooks -it would be necessary to determine whether the courts hearing witchcraft cases accepted cold water ordeals mandated by the estate owner or the village self-government ex post and whether the outcome of the ordeal had any infl uence on the proceedings and the fi nal decision of the court. 140 We can provide an affi rmative answer to the author's doubts. Examples of trials held before municipal courts from Nowe nad Wisłą (Royal Prussia), Słomniki (Lesser Poland), and Łobżenica (Greater Poland) unequivocally indicate not only that courts recognised the legitimacy of cold water ordeals mandated by noble village owners, but also that the outcome of the ordeals infl uenced further legal proceedings (subjecting the accused to torture) and the sentence.
Nonetheless, a lot depended on the composition of the court, on the judge or the person having decisive infl uence on the fi nal sentence, and, most importantly, on the noble owners of villages and towns. It needs to be concluded that the vast majority of Polish nobility and clergy in the Early Modern period believed in the existence of magic and witches, for example noblewoman Rusiecka, wife of the leaseholder of the village of Jadowniki. In 1698, when all dairy in her house went bad, she put the blame on one of the inhabitants of the village, a woman called Kantorczyna, and warned her that if the dairy continued to get spoilt, she would hand her over to the executioner.
141 Dairy stopped going bad, which only reinforced Rusiecka's conviction of Kantorczyna being a witch. Th e whole aff air eventually culminated in swimming Kantorczyna along with about a dozen other women. Th e outcome of the ordeal was positive for all of them. Kantorczyna, "że pływała i wywodu żadnego nie dała z tego pły-wania, za to wynajdujemy winy grzywien pańskich 5, prawnych 3".
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Th e rest of the women were fi ned as well. of Dobrzyń, 144 in order to hear the case of the women from the village who "się czarami bawieły", 145 namely: Regina Pazdryakowa and her daughter Zofi a, wife of the local miller. Before inviting the court to the village, the local people subjected them to ordeal by water "i na których jest suspicia przez pławienie ich". 146 Noble village owners also had decisive say during legal proceedings held in their estates by municipal courts. One of such trials took place in the village of Liszkowo (near Nowe), at the time leased by Piotr Bogucki. Th e case was heard by him and two judges from Łobże-nica, Jerzy Baranowski and Michał Szoll. Th e trial opened on 11 July 1648 and was triggered by accusations made by three local villagers, Adam, Franciszek, and Jan Grochowski against Jadwiga Piszczkowa. Th ey accused her of practising magic harmful towards their cattle. In the fi rst series of torture Piszczowa did not plead guilty to any of the charges, claiming that she did not know how to practise magic. Subjected to torture for the second time, however, she alleged that Kasprowa and Pasturka were witches. Both women were brought before the court and confronted with Piszczkowa. Th e accused looked them straight in the eyes and said: "nie zapierajcie się, bo wy więcej złego robicie aniżeli ja". Upon hearing this, the women asked to be subjected to the cold water ordeal so that they could prove their innocence. Th e judges from Łobżenica were not eager to approve the request, but the fi nal decision was made by the leaseholder of Liszków, Piotr Bogucki, who acceded to the women's plea. Unfortunately for the accused, both of them fl oated on the surface of the water, both when tied and untied. 147 Noblemen also had the power to stop the court (even after the accused had not been fortunate in the cold water ordeal) from continuing or starting legal proceedings. Th is is confi rmed by the following example. Th e exact year of these events is uncertain, but Katharina Havemann, wife of Christian Bätke, inhabitant of the village of Marienfelde (Myśligoszcz, Grunau/Stare Gronowo parish) was subjected to the cold water ordeal sometime before 1734; she died and was buried that exact year. Th e information on the swimming, which was requested by the woman herself after she had been accused of witchcraft, can be found in an account written in later years. Since the woman had fl oated on the surface, the court planned to sentence her to death at the stake, but the owner of the village did not allow to kill her, arguing that she would not have voluntarily requested the cold water ordeal had she really been a witch.
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Summing up, witchcraft trials taking place in Poland in the Early Modern period will hopefully be a subject of further research, the outcome of which will provide new source information allowing for more detailed description of the customs and procedures connected to the cold water ordeal.
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Th is paper focuses on recapitulating the current state of knowledge on the use of cold water ordeal in witchcraft trials in the territory of the Polish--Lithuanian Commonwealth in the Early Modern Period. Th e ordeal, despite being banned by the Catholic Church in 1215, was still in use, which is confi rmed by the trials carried out in Lithuania at the turn of the sixteenth century. It can therefore be concluded that in the sixteenth century, the cold water ordeal in witchcraft trials started to be used in the territory of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth much earlier than in Western European countries. Nonetheless, there was no single policy defi ning at which stage of the trial the ordeal should be applied. In consequence, it was carried out either before the offi cial start of the trial or during the proceedings. Th ere were also many regional diff erences. While the cold water ordeal was used relatively often in Greater Poland and Royal Prussia, the case fi les known to today's researchers seem to prove that the situation was rather diff erent in Lesser Poland. While the belief spread by Bohdan Baranowski pointed to women being subjected to the ordeal while fully clothed, information found in source materials and old prints unequivocally shows that the accused were stripped naked before the ordeal. 
